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Abstract—In order to improve hybrid and electrical vehicles 
functional safety and to avoid sudden failures, it is important to 
develop reliable and robust onboard diagnostics (OBD).  This 
paper discusses the stator incipient fault diagnosis and 
monitoring of a permanent magnet synchronous motor for 
hybrid and electrical vehicles. Incipient stator fault appears as 
intermittent inter-turn faults. Studying this phenomenon had 
shown that it generates specific distortions in the statoric 
currents as well as in the reference voltages. The fault 
monitoring method is based on the identification of these 
specific distortions and on the localization of the phase 
containing the defected turns. The theoretical and the 
experimental results show the effectiveness of the method.  

Keywords—adapted wavelet, fault detection, fault localization, 
incipient fault, intermittent fault, inter-turn fault, pattern 
detection, prevention.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The monitoring strategies requirements associated to 
electrical machines in automotive applications are more and 
more oriented to identify defects from their first symptoms. 
The functional safety standard (ISO 26262) was developed by 
the automotive community [1]. For the different development 
process phases, this standard defines the functional safety 
requirements and life-cycle management. According to [2], 
an effective way to guarantee the hybrid or electrical vehicles 
functional safety is to develop onboard diagnostics (OBD) 
that are in compliance with the functional safety standards. 
Early detection is important to avoid sudden failure and to 
improve machines availability [2]. In addition, failure 
presence influences negatively on the machine performance. 
The last one being an important parameter in automotive 
application, incipient fault detection reveals important. 

Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) are 
widely used in hybrid and electric vehicles because of their 
high-efficiency, their high-power density and their compact 
design [3,4]. The insulation breakdown between two turns in 
the stator winding consist a critical electrical machine fault 
[5]. Many studies have been developed in order to detect this 
type of fault [6]. So far, the studies were restricted to an 
advanced fault case modeled by a permanent inter-turn short 
circuit [7-12]. The developed identification methods are 
mostly based on frequency analysis [7-12]. It has been 
proven that the permanent inter-turn fault presence affect the 
third harmonic component in the (a,b,c) frame and the second 
component in the (d,q) frame [12].  

To improve the functional safety, early fault detection is 
needed. To perform this, it is necessary to have information 
about incipient fault. Our previous works had led us to define 

the intermittent inter-turn fault as an earlier stage than the 
permanent inter-turn short circuit [13]. In fact, stator winding 
turns are subject to electromagnetic field which generates the 
electromagnetic forces [14]. These forces cause stator turns 
mechanical vibrations, notably, at the end winding region. 
The vibrating phenomenon degrades the insulation material 
and accelerates its aging [15]. Thus the probability of failure 
presence increases. Incipient winding failure appears as 
intermittent inter-turn short circuits notably between the 
stator end winding turns [13]-[16]. 

In previous papers [13]-[17], we have presented the 
intermittent inter-turn fault model. After studying the fault 
presence consequences [17] and after testing the literature 
permanent inter-turn fault detection methods, we have realized 
that intermittent fault needs its proper identification method. 
Paper [13] was dedicated to the intermittent fault detection. It 
was restricted to the fault identification and didn’t treat the 
localization of the phase containing the defected turns. This 
paper is dedicated to the localization of the intermittent inter-
turn fault and is written to present a global detection method. 
It begins with a brief review on the intermittent fault and on 
its identification method using adapted wavelet. After it 
continues with the faulty phase localization using the phase to 
phase voltages. To better understand the localization method, 
detailed analytical equations are provided. Finally, 
experimental results are provided to show the effectiveness of 
the global method.  

II. REVIEW ON THE INTERMITTENT FAULT 

As mentioned in the introduction, the intermittent fault is 
caused by the turns vibrations. In the context of an incipient 
fault, if we consider two vibrating turns lightly defected, the 
firsts short circuits occur between them when they are the 
closest and disappear as soon as they move off. The vibrating 
turns are the closest when the electromagnetic forces are 
maximum. According to Laplace forces equation, the 
electromagnetic efforts are proportional to the square of the 
current passing through the winding. Thus, for a stator 
winding phase fed by an alternative current, the possibility of 
incipient intermittent fault occurrence is higher when the 
current is near its peak value. For the rest of the paper, the 
equivalent model of the incipient studied fault is an 
intermittent inter-turn short circuit occurring from time to 
time near the current peaks [13]. 

In Fig. 1 is presented the equivalent PMSM stator 
winding with an intermittent fault between the turns of the 
phase “a”. A variable resistance Rf  is used to model the 
intermittent short circuit. In presence of inter-turn short 



circuit, Rf takes a low value (noted Rf.sc.on) allowing by that 
the current flow between the defective turns [18]. The Rf.sc.on 
value depends on the insulation damage degree. In absence of 
short circuit, Rf takes a high value ( noted Rf.sc.off) stopping by 
that the current flow between them. The resulting PMSM 
equation system under intermittent fault conditions on the 
phase “a” is given by the equation (1) [13]-[17]. 
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With ��, ��, �� the statoric phase voltages; ��, ��, �� the 
statoric currents; ��, ��, �� the electromotive forces; 
� the 
stator one phase resistance; �� the stator one phase 
inductance; �� the short circuit current; �� the short circuited 
turns electromotive force; 
� the short circuited turns 
resistance; �� the short circuited turns inductance; ���� the 
mutual inductance between the short circuited turns and the 
rest of the phase “a” and finally ���� the mutual inductance 
between the short circuited turns and the phases “b” or “c”. 

Terms related to the intermittent fault and referenced with 
the index “a1” depend on two parameters: the ratio of the 
short circuited turns to the total number of turns per phase (µ) 
and the value of Rf.sc.on. These two parameters modifies the 
stator currents as well as the voltages. For a given machine, 
they are related to the fault to detect which make them 
unknown. Later on, several values of µ and Rf.sc.on will be 
considered to show the method effectiveness. In electrical 
vehicles, PMSM field oriented control is most often used. For 
that reason, in this paper, the PMSM is current controlled 
using a pulse width modulation voltage inverter as shown in 
Fig. 2. The PMSM characteristics are given in Table 1. 

III.  FAULT DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION 

The intermittent fault identification process is divided into 
two steps. The first one is the intermittent fault identification 
using an adapted wavelet transform. In case of intermittent 
fault detection, the next step consists in comparing the phase 
to phase voltages in order to identify the defected phase.  

 
Fig. 1 : PMSM stator winding with an intermittent fault 

 
Fig. 2 : Block diagram of the PMSM control system 

Table 1 : Characteristics of the PMSM used in this paper 

Rated Power 1000 W Poles number 8 

Rated speed 1500 rpm Stator inductance 1.8 mH 

DC voltage bus 300 V Stator resistance 0.26 Ohms 

Rated current 3 A Magnetic flux  0.119 Wb 

A. Intermittent fault detection using adapted wavelet 
transform 

In previous work [13]-[17] we have demonstrated that the 
intermittent  fault generates defined distortions in the statoric 
currents and voltages. Our several tests had proven that these 
distortions keep always the same shape [17]. They are proper 
to the intermittent fault, and can be defined as its signatures. 
For a given PMSM, their scale differs according to the 
operating points, the regulation and the intermittent fault 
parameters [17]. Besides that, an incipient fault is not 
periodic, it occurs from time to time near the current peaks.  

 
Fig. 3 : Example of ia current accompigned by the inter-turn short 

circuit state 

 
Fig. 4 : Example of Vqref voltage accompigned by the inter-turn 

short circuit state 



 
Fig. 5 : Example of the fault signatures in the ia and Vqref 

An example of the distortions caused by the intermittent 
fault is given in Fig. 3 and 4. The example corresponds to: 
Iqref = 2A, Ω = 600rpm, kp = 15, µ = 6.25% and Rf.sc.on = 0; 
with Ω the rotor speed and kp the PI controller proportional 
gain. Fig. 3 shows ia current under fault conditions on the 
phase “a” while Fig. 4 shows Vqref voltage. In Fig. 5, we 
present an example of the fault signatures in both ia and Vqref. 
The fault signatures are the deformation generated at the end 
of the intermittent short-circuit. 

Based on the above facts, identifying the intermittent fault 
can be performed using a pattern detection method. The 
pattern to identify is the fault signature (Fig. 5) and the 
identification should be feasible independently of its scale. If 
the Fault Signature (FS) scale was known, a convolution 
product between a measured signal (for example Vqref) and 
the FS pattern in this signal would be enough. The fault 
identification will be seen as a correlation between the fault 
signature and the pattern. Or as the FS scale is related to the 
fault to detect, it is an unknown parameter. That is why we 
have opted for an adapted wavelet transform. In addition, the 
wavelet transform is not only a time–frequency robust 
method [19] but it is also sensitive to small variation in a 
signal [20]. To ensure good pattern detection, good pattern 
representation is needed. The best basis to represent the fault 
signature is an adapted wavelet [21-26].  

The aim of this paper is to present a detection method 
able to identify the faulty winding phase. The intermittent 
fault detection using the adapted wavelet had been developed 
in previous paper, therefore we will limit to a brief review on 
the main points [13]:  

1. The best candidate for intermittent fault detection is 
the reference voltage Vqref.  

2. Adapted wavelet transform is applied to Vqref after 
removing its mean value (<Vqref>). 

3. A comparison between the wavelet transform (WT) 
positive parts max value and the detection threshold 
determined for a healthy machine is needed for fault 
identification. If the max is below the threshold, 
there is no intermittent fault detection. If the max is 
higher than the threshold, an intermittent fault is 
possible. To detect it, we proceed to step 4. 

4. Calculus of the “Signal To Noise Ratio 
Improvement” (STNRI) in the signal after wavelet 
transform. It is the intermittent fault indicator. A 
STRNI higher than 100% signifies that the pattern 
detection of the fault signature has occurred.  

An example of the intermittent fault identification method 
is given in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. The example corresponds to the 
same operating point as in the previous figures. In Fig. 6 is 
presented the WT under fault conditions while in Fig. 7 is 
presented the WT under healthy ones. Comparing both figures 
shows that the WT max value in presence of fault is higher. 
The detection threshold is defined using the WT max value 
under healthy conditions. In Fig. 7, it is equal to 2.50.  

In the follow, we proceed to the STNRI calculation. To begin, 
in the wavelet transform, each dilatation coefficient (δ) 
generates a corresponding signal (WT(δ)). To calculate the 
STNRI, we select the WT(δ) containing the max values 
(WT(δMA)). In the example of Fig. 6, it corresponds to a 
dilatation δMA equal to 0.0015. Then we compare this signal 
to the original Vqref without its mean value (Vqref - <Vqref>). An 
example of these two signals is given in Fig. 8.  

 
Fig. 6 : 3D wavelet transform graph under fault conditions 

 
Fig. 7 : 3D wavelet transform graph under healthy conditions 

 

Fig. 8 : Comparision between WT(δMA) and (Vqref - <Vqref>) 



The STNRI is defined by: 

���
� � �� !�"	#$	%$��&	'���$	()#(*+,))�� !�"	#$	%$��&	'���$	(./0&�	1	2./0&�3)  (2) 

For the example in Fig. 8, the STNRI is equal to 147%. A 
value higher than 100% indicates that the wavelet basis 
corresponding to δMA has correlated with the fault signature. 
The intermittent fault signature not only has been detected, 
but also the signal to noise ratio has been improved by 47% . 

B. Intermittent fault localization using phase to phase 
voltages 

The intermittent fault generates a disequilibrium in the 
stator winding phases. The faulty phase identification is 
based on the detection of this imbalance. The localization is 
based on a comparison between the phase to phase voltages. 

1) Analytical expressions 

To better understand the localization method, analytical 
study will be detailed. In equation (3), we rewrite the PMSM 
equation system (1) under fault conditions on the phase “a” 
in function of the three phase to phase voltages. This system 
will be used for the statoric currents calculus.  
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As mentioned in the section II, the PMSM is current 
controlled in the (d,q) frame using a PI controller as shown in 
Fig. 2. Current is collected in the (a,b,c) frame then it is 
transferred to the (d,q) frame using Park transform 
(6(�7)	�8�� ) as in equation (4). �8� and 6(7) are the 
Concordia and the rotation matrix. 

��/ � 6(�7)	�8�� 	����    (4) 

The reference voltages at the output of the current 
controller are given in equation (5). kp and ki are the 
proportional and the integral PI gains.  

9:�0&� � ;<=��0&� � ��> � ;� ?=��0&� � ��>@A:/0&� � ;<=�/0&� � �/> � ;� ?=�/0&� � �/>@A    (5) 

The control system is discrete with a sampling period Te. 
Currents collected at a time tn (equation (6)), allow 
determining the inverter input voltages at a time tn+1.  

A! � B�&;  B ∈ ℕ  (6) 

The three phase to phase voltages applied as pulse wave 
reference at the inverter input are obtained from 
(:�0&�,	:/0&�) after a (d,q)-(a,b,c) transform. This transition is 

realized using the equation (7). The three phase to phase 
voltages are given in equation (8), (9) and (10). 

���� � �8�6(7):�/0&�    (7) 

EFG	(HIJ)KL � (EF � EG)(HIJ)KL � √N OPQR OSHKL � TUV W XYZL[ �\]P OSHKL � TUV W X^ZL[W =_` � _aHKL> � =_` � KL_a>=aF	(HKL) �aG	(HKL)> � _aKL∑ c�def=SHKL � SgKL>=aF	(gKL) � aG	(gKL)> �H1JghiO√VfaH=SHKL � SgKL>=aF	(gKL) � aG	(gKL)>Wj                                    (8) 

EGd	(HIJ)KL � (EG � Ed)(HIJ)KL � √N=PQR=SHKL> XYZL[ �\]P=SHKL> X^ZL[>=_` � _aHKL> � =_` � KL_a>=aG	(HKL) �ad	(HKL)> � _aKL∑ c�def=SHKL � SgKL>=aG	(gKL) � ad	(gKL)> �H1JghiO√VfaH=SHKL � SgKL>=aG	(gKL) � ad	(gKL)>Wj                                     (9) 

EdF	(HIJ)KL � (Ed � EF)(HIJ)KL � √NOPQR OSHKL � NUV W XYZL[ �\]P OSHKL � NUV W X^ZL[W =_` � _aHKL> � =_` � KL_a>=ad	(HKL) �aF	(HKL)> � _aKL∑ c�def=SHKL � SgKL>=ad	(gKL) � aF	(gKL)> �H1JghiO√VfaH=SHKL � SgKL>=ad	(gKL) � aF	(gKL)>Wj                                    (10) 

The block diagram of the PMSM-control system is given 
in Fig. 9. Based on the Fig. 9 diagram and on the equations 
(3), (8), (9) and (10), we had found that the faulty phase 
detection can be realized by comparing the three phase to 
phase voltages. For an intermittent fault between the turns of 
the phase “a”, ��� will be much less influenced by the 
presence of fault than ��� or ���. To clarify our statement we 
will develop in the follow the analytical expression of the 
deformation in each phase to phase voltage. 

We suppose that the statoric currents can be written as the 
sum of healthy sinusoidal currents and deformations due to 
fault occurrence (equation (11)). 

 
Fig. 9 : Block diagram of the PMSM-control system 

 PI controller (Vdref ,Vqref)  
equation (5)

v
abc

=T
32

*P(ϴ)*V
dqref

PMSM 
iabc

equations (1) or (3)

i
abc 

current acquisition

t=t+Te

Phase to phase voltages 
 equations (8)-(9) & (10)

idq=P(-ϴ)*T 32
t*i abc



k�� � ��	l&�"�lm � @�nA���� � ��	l&�"�lm � @�nA���� � ��	l&�"�lm � @�nA��    (11) 

As the stator is star coupled, the sum of the current is null. 
Or during a healthy functioning, the sum of the stator current 
is null. Thereby, the sum of the currents deformations in the 
three phases is also null (equations (12), (13) and (14)). 

�� � �� � �� � 0    (12) ��l&�"�lm � ��l&�"�lm � ��l&�"�lm � 0  (13) @�nA�� � @�nA�� � @�nA�� � 0   (14) 

We also suppose that the phase to phase voltages can be 
written as the sum of healthy sinusoidal voltages and 
deformations due to fault occurrence (equation (15)).   

k���	 � ���	l&�"�lm � @�nAo��	���	 � ���	l&�"�lm � @�nAo��	���	 � ���	l&�"�lm � @�nAo��	    (15) 

We suppose that an intermittent inter-turn fault had 
occurred between the turns of the phase “a” and generated a 
deformation in the current �� between the times tn and Ap as 
shown in Fig. 10. The phase to phase voltages at tn are 
calculated based on the current collected at tn-1. If we neglect 
the measurement noise, the calculated voltages can be 
considered as not disturbed by the presence of the 
intermittent fault. Only the statoric currents are disturbed. 
According to equation (3), the resulting (�� � ��)!#q 
depends on zero fault parameter and is calculated based on (�� � ��)!#q. As ���	!#q  is healthy, the difference (�� ���)!#q is independent from the fault occurrence.  In other 
words, it is the same as in a healthy case and we can write 
equation (16). 

@�nA��	!#q � �0.5	@�nA��	!#q � �0.5	@�nA��	!#q  (16) 

At tn+1, the phase to phase voltages depends on the 
currents collected at tn, therefore they are disturbed by the 
fault presence. In equation (17), we present the distortions in ���	(!I)#q, ���	(!I)#q and ���	(!I)#q. 

 

t@�nAo��	(!I)#q � �=;< � �&;�>=1.5@�nA��	!#q>@�nAo��	(!I)#q � 0																																																		,@�nAo��	(!I)#q � =;< � �&;�>=1.5@�nA��	!#q>				    (17) 

A @�nAo��	(!I)#q null means that the difference (�� � ��)(!I)#q is independent from the fault occurrence at 
tn. It leads to the equation (18). 

@�nA��	(!I)#q � �0.5	@�nA��	(!I)#q � �0.5	@�nA��	(!I)#q(18) 

In the following and in order to simplify the calculus of 
the voltages distortion (@�nAo��	, @�nAo��	, @�nAo��	), we 
suppose that:  

∀	A ∈ xA!, Apy, @�nA��	(�) � �0.5	@�nA��	(�) � �0.5	@�nA��	(�) (19) 

For a current collected at a time tk ∈ xA!, Apy, and using the 
hypothesis in equation (19), we give the voltages distortions 
in equation (20). The analytical expressions of (@�nAo��	, @�nAo��	, @�nAo��	) show that the comparison in the different 
distortion modulus should be done by comparing @�nAo��	(zI�)#q (and not @�nAo��	(zI)#q) to @�nAo��	(zI)#q and @�nAo��	(zI)#q. 
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(20)  
With    ∆7 � 7(�I)#q � 7�#q   (21) 

The comparison between the distortions in equation (20) 
depends on the values of @�nA��	(�)#q with �	 ∈ xB, ;y. The 
shape of this distortion is given in Fig. 10. As we can see, in 
absence of intermittent short circuit, there is only 
measurement noise. When an intermittent fault occurs, it 
generates the deformation marked between A! and Ap. 

Our fault localization method is based on the amplitude 
comparison of the phase to phase voltages distortions. Its 
purpose is to identify the faulty phase through a difference in 
the peaks amplitudes in these voltages. Using the equation 
(20), we had found that only the part of the @�nA��	 included 
between the times tn and tMD is needed to calculate the peaks 
in the phase to phase voltages distortions. tMD is the time 
corresponding to the maximum deformation value in ia 
current. Based on this, and in order to simplify the 
comparison in the different distortion modulus in this paper, 
we will place in the time interval [tn, tMD]. In this interval, |@�nA�	| is an increasing function. Therefore,  

∀	A� ∈ xA!, A+�x, �@�nA��	��� < �@�nA��	�����  (22) 

 
Fig. 10 : Shape of the distortion in the current ia 



A detailed study using the equations (20) to (22) had led 
us to conclude that the peaks in the distortion @�nAo��	are 
smaller than those in @�nAo�� and @�nAo��. The simulation and 
experimental tests presented subsequently confirmed our 
statements. Due to space limitation in this paper, we will 
consider some hypothesis based on the usual PMSM control 
conditions. They simplify the explanation of the faulty phase 
detection method and they allow us to give an amplitude 
order for the different distortions in the phase to phase 
voltages. The considered hypothesis are: 

1. The sampling frequency (�& � #q) is much higher 

than the electrical frequency (� � �� ���� � ���, � 

being the electrical speed). 
 �& ≥ 10	�	 ⇒ 	∆7 � ��& ≤ ��  (23) 

2. The PI current controller gains are calculated 
according to equation (24) with � the machine 

electrical time constant O��'�W1. ;� � ;<�    (24) 

3. The steady state mode is reached after 3� with a 
minimum of 10�& (equation (25)).  �&;� � �&;< O��'�W1 ≤ 8� ;<   (25) 

4. The stator imbalance generates a deviation in the 
current against its reference until the current 
controller responds and corrects it. Only this 
distortion is taken into account. The measurement 
noise is neglected. 

5.  In accordance with point (3), and as the studied 
fault is an incipient intermittent short circuit, we 
suppose that the time interval [tn, tMD] cannot exceed 
an electrical period quarter. A+� � A! ≤ #� 	��Aℎ	� � � � ���   (26) 

To give a distortion amplitude order, we will place in the 
limit case given in equation (27). If @�nAo��	 peaks are smaller 
than @�nAo�� and @�nAo�� peaks in this limit case, they will be 
in the rest of the cases satisfying the 5 hypothesis.  

{|}
|~ �& � 10�∆7 � ��& � ���&;� � 8� ;<A+� � A! ≤ 2.5�& 	

    (27) 

In table 2, we present the three voltages distortions 
calculated using equations (20) and (27) for a current 
collected at a time tk ∈ xA!, A+�y (k=n, n+1,n+2,n+3).  

With   �z � ;<@�nA��	z#q;  (k=n, n+1,n+2,n+3)            (28) 

Based on Fig. 10, for tk ∈ xA!, A+�y , �z is negative with |�z| < |�zI|. Thus for k =n, n+1,n+2,n+3,  

�@�nAo��	(zI�)#q� < �@�nAo��	(zI)#q� < �@�nAo��	(zI)#q� (29) 

Based on the conclusion in equation (29), we had found 
that |@�nAo��| is always lesser than |@�nAo��| and |@�nAo��|. 
This result means that a comparison between the three phase 
to phase voltages can identify the faulty phase. 

In Fig. 11 is presented an example of ���, ��� and ���. It 
was obtained by the PMSM Matlab simulation under fault 
conditions on the phase “a”. The presented operating point 
correspond to the following setting: Iqref  = 2A, Ω = 600rpm, 
kp = 15, µ = 6.25% and Rf.sc.on = 0. As we can see, ��� (in 
green) is quasi not disturbed at the moment when the inter-
turn fault occurs or disappears compared to ��� (in blue) and ��� (in red). 

2) Online phase identification method 

Based on the analysis presented previously, we have 
developed an online phase identification method. The idea is 
to filter the fundamental frequency from ���, ��� and ��� 
using a high pass filter. In case of intermittent fault 
occurrence on the phase “x” of a “xyz” stator, �m� supplying 
the two other phases will be less disturbed than � m and �� . 
“x” can be eventually the phase “a”, “ b” or “c”. 

Table 2: The three phase to phase voltages distortions 

k Yaf¡EFG	(_IJ)KL  Yaf¡EGd	(_IN)KL  Yaf¡EdF	(_IJ)KL  

n �1.95�! �0.30�! +1.95�! 
n+1 �1.95�(!I)� 0.21�! 

�0.30�(!I)� 0.49�! 
�1.95�(!I)� 0.52�! 

 
n+2 

�1.95�(!I�)� 0.21�(!I)� 0.11�! 

�0.30�(!I�)� 0.49�(!I)� 0.49�! 

�1.95�(!I�)� 0.52�(!I)� 0.39	�! 
 
n+3 

�1.95�(!I8)� 0.21�(!I�)� 0.11�(!I)� 0.39�! 

�0.30�(!I8)� 0.49�(!I�)� 0.49�(!I)� 0.30�! 

�1.95�(!I8)� 0.52�(!I�)� 0.39�(!I)� 0.11�! 

 In Fig. 12, we present an example of the online 
localization method. The Figure contains the filtered ���, ��� 
and ��� for a period of 3s in order to include a maximum 
number of intermittent fault occurrence. It was obtained for 
the same simulation case presented in Fig. 11. As we can see, 
the two filtered phase to phase voltages ��� (in blue) and ��� 
(in red) contain peaks corresponding to the intermittent fault 
presence on the phase “a” whereas, the filtered ��� (in green) 
is quasi not disturbed.   

 
Fig. 11 : Simulation phases to phase voltages with an intermittent 

fault on the phase “a” 



 
Fig. 12 : Simulation filtered phase to phase voltages with an 

intermittent fault on the phase “a” 

 
Fig. 13 : Intermittent inter-turn fault detection and localization 

C. Resume of the detection method 

A summary of the whole detection method is given in Fig. 
13. Starting from the intermittent fault detection and arriving 
to the localization of the phase containing the defected turns. 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Theoretical and experimental tests were realized to 
validate the intermittent fault identification and localization 
method. The intermittent inter-turn fault was realized using a 
controllable switch. Both simulations and theoretical tests 
had succeeded. Because of space limitation in the paper, only 
experimental results will be exposed in this section. Different 
operating cases were treated by varying the control or/and the 
intermittent fault parameters. We have chosen to present four 
of them with an intermittent fault on the phase “a”. 

� Case 1: Iqref =2A, Ω = 600rpm, kp = 15, µ = 6.25% 
and Rf.sc.on = 0 Ohms 

� Case 2: Iqref = 2A, Ω = 600rpm, kp = 15, µ = 50% and 
Rf.sc.on =7.5 Ohms 

� Case 3: Iqref = 5A, Ω = 1050rpm, kp = 20, µ = 6.25% 
and Rf.sc.on = 0 Ohms 

� Case 4: Iqref = 5A, Ω = 1050rpm, kp = 25, µ = 50% 
and Rf.sc.on = 7.5 Ohms 

The results presentation will be divided into two parts: the 
first is the intermittent inter-turn fault detection and the 
second is the phase localization.  

A. Intermittent fault detection results 

For all the tested cases, the intermittent inter-turn 
detection method had succeeded. In table 2, we present the 
STNRI values obtained for the four experimental cases. The 
obtained values varies between 124% and 199%. As they are 
higher than 100%, it means that the fault signature 
identification has occurred and that the wavelet transform has 
improved the signal to noise ratio. The intermittent fault 
identification stage has succeeded, so we proceed to the 
localization of the faulty phase. 

B. Phase localization results 

The localization method developed in section III has 
succeeded in the localization of the faulty phase for all the 
studied cases. In the follow, we will present the results of the 
four experimental cases. In Fig. 14, we begin with a zoom on 
the experimental ���, ��� and ��� in case 1. As we can see, ��� (in green) is quasi not disturbed by the intermittent fault 
while ��� (in blue) and ��� (in red) present deformations due 
to fault presence.  

In Fig. 15 to 18, we present the filtered ���, ��� and ��� 
for the cases 1 to 4. As we can notice, for all the cases, the 
filtered ��� (in green) is not disturbed by the fault presence 
compared to ��� (in blue) and ��� (in red). Thus, this 
detection method has succeed to detect the faulty phase. 

Table 3 : STNRI experimental values 

Case STNRI 
1 147% 
2 141% 
3 124% 
4 199% 

 
Fig. 14 : Experimental phases to phase voltages with an 

intermittent fault on the phase “a”, case 1 
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Fig. 15 : Experimental filtered phase to phase voltages with an 

intermittent fault on the phase “a”, case 1 

 
Fig. 16 : Experimental filtered phase to phase voltages with an 

intermittent fault on the phase “a”, case 2 

 
Fig. 17 : Experimental filtered phase to phase voltages with an 

intermittent fault on the phase “a”, case 3 

 
Fig. 18 : Experimental filtered phase to phase voltages with an 

intermittent fault on the phase “a”, case 4 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the automotive field, the maintenance strategies play an 
important role. In this paper, we are interested in studying 
detection method that could be implemented to onboard 
diagnostics (OBD). We have examine incipient stator fault 
and we have presented a fault detection and localization 
method. The developed study can be used in a 
preventive/corrective maintenance strategy.  

Incipient fault appears as intermittent inter-turn short 
circuit between two slightly damaged turns. Their presence 
introduces specific distortions to the statoric currents as well 
as the reference voltages. These distortions are considered as 
the intermittent inter-turn fault signatures and their patterns 
are used for fault detection. The identification procedure is 
based on an adapted wavelet transform. Its basis was built 
using the fault signature. The transform is applied to the 
reference voltage Vqref  after removing its means value. Once 
the intermittent fault detected, its localization method 
consists in comparing the phase to phase voltages. For a 
“xyz” stator with an intermittent fault on the phase “x”, the 
phase to phase voltage �m�  supplying the two other phases 
will be less disturbed than � m and �� . “x” can be eventually 
the phase “a”, “ b” or “c”.  

The developed method is an online one. It presents the 
advantages to identify the intermittent fault, to discriminate it 
from other types, to improve the signal to noise ratio and to 
locate the faulty phase. However, it has limits. The two major 
limits leading to the none detection of the intermittent fault 
are a very small number of turns involved in the fault (µ) and 
a very high short circuit resistance (Rf.sc.on).  Theoretical and 
experimental tests have proven the effectiveness of this 
method not only in identifying and localizing the intermittent 
fault but also in improving the signal to noise ratio. This 
result was particularly useful when the fault signature was 
relatively small. 
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